LONG WRITE-UP 1 Introduction
Objects with indices are often used in mathematics and physics. Tensors are classical examples here [1, 2] . Indexed objects can have very complicated and intricated properties. For example the Riemann tensor has symmetry properties with respect to permutation of indices. Moreover it satisfies the cyclic identity [1] . There are a number of linear identities with many terms in the case of Riemann-Cartan geometry with torsion [2] .
So there is a problem of reduction of expressions which contain indexed objects, called "tensor expressions" below.
Two reduction strategies can be used. First, the corresponding expressions are expanded in terms of basic elements to resolve symmetries and identities in the explicit form. However, this way requires introducing a lot of objects of different types and rules for their management. In the Riemann tensor case, these are the Christofel symbol, the metric tensor, and their derivatives. As a rule, this leads to large intermediate expressions. Furthermore, such an approach fails, for instance, in the case of geometry with torsion.
Second strategy is to consider indexed objects as formal objects with some properties. Note that if we consider tensors which have only symmetries corresponding to permutation indices and renaming dummy ones then the problem can be solved in terms of double cosets of permutation group [3] . However, if linear identities with many terms (> 2) are present, this approach fails because the summation operator leaves the group framework.
Our approach to the problem of simplification of tensor expressions is based on the consideration of tensor expressions as vectors in some linear space. The preliminary version of this idea was proposed in [4] . The advanced version of the algorithm was presented at ISSAC'91 [8] and AIHENP-92 [9] . Here we present a program in which we implement the proposed algorithm in RE-DUCE and give a detailed description of the program. We generalized the algorithm to the case of tensor multiplication.
Complementary approach was developed in [11] . Here Young diagram technique was used to solve the simplification problem in some specific case. Namely, when dummy indices are allowed only between basic tensors for which generic symmetry relations and multiterm linear identities should be imposed. Although this algorithm is a powerful tool in 'indicial tensor calculations' of asymptotic expansions of heat kernels of differential operators it fails in general case.
From the user's point of view, there are three groups of tensor properties: S -symmetry with respect to index permutations; I -linear identities. D -invariance with respect to renamings of dummy indices;
As an illustration, for the Riemann curvature tensor these properties are:
Note that multiterm linear identities will produce many rewriting rules which can complicate the problem essentially.
The problem under investigation can be formulated as a question: whether two tensor expressions are equal or not, taking into account S-I-D properties? Then the prob-lem of simplest (shortest) canonical form for given expression arises as a central one.
Basic tensors and tensor expressions
Let us give some definitions. Under basic tensors we will understand the object with finite number of indices which can have such properties as symmetry and multiterm linear identities 1 . Then, under tensor expression we will understand any expression which can be obtained from basic tensors with the help of the following operations:
• summation with integer coefficients;
• multiplication (commutative) of basic tensors 2 .
We assume that all terms in the tensor expression have the same number of indices. Some pairs of them are marked as dummy ones. The set of nondummy names have to be the same for each term in the tensor expression. The names of dummies can be arbitrary.
Algebraic approach
To start with, let us consider the case of one basic tensor and tensor expressions which are linear combinations of this basic tensor with integer coefficients (i.e. without multiplication of tensors).
Let a tensor F has indices µ 1 , . . . , µ n . There are n! formally different objects
The symmetry relations are partial case of linear identities indeed 2 Including contraction of indices.
where S n is the group of permutations of the set (1, . . . , n) and
. If F has symmetries with respect to index permutations it means that there is a subgroup H ∈ S n such that
Multiterm linear identities can be written in the following form
If some pairs of dummy indices are present without any loss of generality we may suppose that their names are already normalized in some way, i.e. they have fixed names. Therefore one can only exchange these names: 1) change names inside each pair and 2) change pairs of these names. With this restriction the exchanging of dummy indices means that a subgroup M ∈ S n exists such that
Let us consider now the group algebra of S n [5] . This is a linear space R n! in which unit vectors correspond to permutations:
The vectors e π are orthogonal to each other in the Euclidean metric.
So we have an explicit isomorphism between tensor expressions and points in R n! :
Subspace K
In terms of R n! , the left hand sides of the S-I-D relations correspond to the vectors
These vectors span some subspace K ∈ R n! . We denote its dimension as K. Now we can split group algebra of S n into orthogonal components in terms of the Euclidean metric
It is obvious that all points of R n! lying in K correspond to tensor expressions which are equal to zero due to the S-I-D properties. Thus, any two points A and A ′ lying on the plane parallel to K correspond to equal expressions:
The (n! − K) dimensional subspace Q could be chosen as a set of canonical elements: a point A Q can be determined as a canonical representative of the S-I-D equivalence class of A. Then one can conclude that the problem of comparing tensor expressions may be solved by comparing their canonical representatives. Such an approach was developed in [4] where the Gramm-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure was used as a main technical method. However, this procedure requires too much time and computer memory during executions.
In [8] the authors proposed an effective procedure where another subspace, denoted below as L, had been considered as a set of canonical elements. In the next section we give a concise formulation of this procedure.
"Triangle" S-I-D basis
Let's designate vectors (1) as
Then we construct new vectors by recurrent applying (with steps m = 1, . . . ,K) of the following transformation:
. As a result, we have a set of nonzero vectors V (K) k which span the subspace K. Note that all nonzero vectors V (K) k are linearly independent. Indeed, let us reorder the unit vectors (e 1 , . . . , e n! ) −→ (e j 1 , . . . , e jm , . . .).
Then the vectors V (K) k
with k ≥ k m will have zero projections onto the unit vectors e j i (i < m). In other words, the set V (K) k has a "triangle" form in this reordered basis. It is evident that a number of nonzero vectors
We have made some optimization in addition to the transformation (3):
Such optimization doesn't spoil the "triangle" structure and vectors V k i with k < k m will have zero projections onto the unit vectors e j with j = j 1 , ..., j m−1 . Thus, we conclude that each vector
has not more then (n! − K) nonzero components.
Subspace of canonical elements
Let us consider an arbitrary vector, designated below as
and recurrently apply (m = 1, . . . , K) the following transformation:
It is easy to see that this linear transformation has the following properties:
-it shifts the vector A along the plane parallel to K. (So A and A K+1 correspond to equal tensor expressions); -vector A K+1 has zero projections onto unit vectors e j with j = j 1 , . . . , j K ;
Thus, we conclude that ∀A ∈ R n! :
• image of the transformation (5) is some linear subspace L with dimen-
• every vector in L has not more than (n! − K) nonzero components.
We define the subspace L as a set of canonical representatives for S-I-D equivalence classes under consideration.
Multiplication
If a tensor expression is obtained by the multiplication of basic tensors then we directly generate the set of S-I-D relations as a product of basic ones.
Then the expression is elaborated, taking into account additional relations originated from the multiplication rule (in our case from the commutativity). Let us consider a tensor tt with two indices as an example. If we multiply it by itself, say as tt(i, j) * tt(k, l), the additional symmetry appears:
We consider all such permutations and add the corresponding elements to the S-I-D relations. Then we perform the "triangle" procedure (3, 4) to construct the full K subspace, and use the procedure (5) for the canonical representative calculation 5 .
Some definitions
Let us give some definitions which we use in the following.
1. K-basis is a general name for "triangle" set of linear independent vectors V
2. K 0 -basis is the K-basis for a basic tensor considered as a separate tensor expression, taking into account its symmetries and linear identities only.
3. K M -basis is the K-basis of the expression under consideration which arises from K 0 -bases of basic tensors and relations generated by their multiplication.
4. K D -basis is the completion of the K Mbasis up to the full K-basis of the expression under consideration, taking into account relations which arise from renamings of dummy indices. We shall also call this basis the full K-basis.
5. To sieve some S − I − D vector means to do the step m of the "triangle" procedure (3).
6. To rearrange some S − I − D vector means to do the step m of the "triangle" procedure (4).
7. To sieve some vector A by a K-basis means to apply the transformation (5).
Algorithm
There are two sets of operations. One is performed due to the introduction of new basic tensors, and the result of these operations is the construction of the new K 0 -bases. Another set of operations is connected with the simplification of tensor expressions itself. The starting procedure for the construction of K 0 -bases is T SY M (section 8.4), and the algorithm is:
Generate full list of S-I vectors (1):
L S−I = {v}.
2. Let K = K 0 where K 0 is initial basis (may be empty). 6. If v ′ = 0 then insert v ′ in the K-basis and rearrange the basis (transformation (4), procedure insert pv, section 7.7).
7. Repeat from step 3.
All K 0 -bases are stored. There is a possibility to delete any basic tensor from the list of tensors and so to delete its K 0 -basis (section 8.3).
The algorithm of simplification of tensor expressions is: 
Program description
ATENSOR program consists of the following blocks:
• interface with REDUCE system;
• generator of permutations;
• p-vector arithmetics;
• tensor arithmetics;
• generator of the multiplication relations;
• generator of the dummy relations;
• utilities to work with K-bases.
Interface with REDUCE
Interface with REDUCE is implemented by defining of a domain [10] . This is a natural way to implement a new object in RE-DUCE. We should define the following set of procedures: The following procedures must be define for completeness but can not be used as operations for tensors. These procedures produce an error message if called.
We also define the domain name (T EN SOR) and the tag (! : T EN SOR).
To complete the interface with REDUCE, we add the tag of the tensor domain to the global variable DOM AIN LIST ! * This method supports the input process of tensor expressions and provides calls of the corresponding internal procedures automatically.
Permutations
This block implements generation of permutations of N order and includes some procedures for working with them. All procedures work with the packed and the unpacked form of permutations.
Unpacked form of a permutation p is a list of numbers 6 :
Packed form is the corresponding number:
For example, p = (1 2 3 4 5) and p = 12345.
The transformation of a permutation from one form to another is made automatically. The packed form is more economic with respect 6 see section 9 for details. to computer memory, but requires more time to proceed. There is the global variable ! * ppacked. If it is T (the default value) then all permutations are packed; if N IL then they are stored in the unpacked form.
We use the well known algorithm for generation of permutations [12] . We implement the following procedures:
• mkunitp(n) -generates the unit element of S n ;
• pf ind(p 1 , p 2 ) -returns x such that p 2 = x • p 1 ;
• prev(p) -returns reverse permutation x such that x • p = 1;
• psign(p) -returns (−1) k , where k is the number of transpositions which are necessary to apply to the permutation p to get the identical permutation.
• pmult(p 1 , p 2 ) -returns the permutation
• pappl(p, l) -returns l with the elements permuted by p, so that l is replaced by p(l).
There are some utilities to work with permutations:
-pupright(p, d) -extends the permutation p ∈ S n to the right up to the element of S n+d with the identical permutation of the extra indices (this utility is used for the elaboration of multiplication of basic tensors); -puplef t(p, d) -extends the permutation p ∈ S n to the left up to the element of S n+d with the identical permutation of the extra indices (this utility is used for the elaboration of multiplication of basic tensors);
-pappend(p 1 , p 2 ) -concatenates the permutation p 1 ∈ S n 1 with the permutation p 2 ∈ S n 2 . Returns the element of S n 1 +n 2 ;
-pkp(p) -packs the permutation p;
-unpkp(p) -unpacks the permutation p.
P-vectors
P -vectors are one of the main objects in the program. They represent the vector in R nthe group algebra of S n . In the program they are implemented as a REDUCE domain [10] . Internal structure of p-vector is: p−vector ::= (! : pv . p−list) p−list ::= N IL|(coef f . perm) . p−list coef f ::= integer All the standard operations are defined for p-vectors because they form a domain.
The following procedures are used for tensor simplification:
• pv sort(pv) -sorts the p-list so that all permutation will be ordered, e.g. p i > p j ∀ i < j;
• pv compress(pv) -removes all terms with zero coefficient;
• pv renorm(pv) -reduces the first coefficient (in integer numbers), i.e. 
Tensors
Tensors are the main objects in the program. They represent tensor expressions. In the program they are implemented as a REDUCE domain [10] .
The internal structure of a tensor is: Let us consider an example tensor expression and its representation in the internal notations.
Let tt(i, j) be a tensor of second order. The internal representation is (! : tensor (((tt) (i j)) (1 . 12))) Thus, the tensor expression tt(i, j) + tt(j, i) will have the internal representation (! : tensor (((tt) (i j)) (1 . 21) (1 . 12) ))
The most important procedures from this block are described bellow in section 8.
The simplification of tensor expressions is performed by the function t simp. The result of this procedure is the canonical form of the tensor expression, i.e. the sieved vector t ′ ∈ L.
Tensor multiplications
The main procedures of the tensor multiplication block are the following:
• t split(tt) -splits a term of the tensor expression into the list of basic tensors as factors;
• t f use(tf 1 , tf 2 ) -combines tensor factors tf 1 and tf 2 into the product. This operation is reverse to the previous one;
• addmultsym(t 1 , t 2 ) -adds symmetry and multiterm linear identity relations generated by the multiplication to the Kbasis.
Some utilities are available to work with tensors.
• t upright(tt, th) -extends the tensor tt to the right with respect to the t-header th;
• t uplef t(tt, th) -extends the tensor tt to the left with respect to the t-header th;
• t pri(tt) -outputs the tensor tt in the natural form.
Dummy indices
Dummy relations are created in the process of evaluation of a tensor expressions. Their number may be very large and unpredictable in advance. Therefore we do not save D-relations in contrast to S and I ones. This leads to the loss of time but saves the memory. During simplification of tensor expressions we use internal names for indices. Original names are saved and used in the I/O process. Thus, if we have, for example, a dummy index i (really there are two such names in the expression considered) then it will be replaced with two internal names: nn and mm,
where mm = nn + 1. The original name is stored as a special property of the new ones. The dummy block produces relations generated by renamings of dummies. The main procedures are the following:
• adddummy(tt) -adds the new relations to the K-basis;
• dl get(il) -returns the list of dummy indices from the index list il;
• il simp(il) -replaces original names of the dummy indices with their internal names;
• mk dsym(t 1 ) -returns the list of tensor relations with changed dummy indices in each pair;
• mk ddsym(t 1 ) -returns the list of tensor relations with permuted pairs of dummy indices.
Working with K-bases
This block contains the procedures for working with K-bases. All K-bases for various tensor expressions are stored as lists in the global variable ! * basis ::= (k−basis 1 k−basis 2 ...)
The structure of the basis is: k−basis ::= (t−header) . t−list where the header t and the list t are defined above.
The main procedures are the following:
• sieve pv(pv, b) -sieves the p-vector pv using the basis b. This procedure is used for the construction of the K-basis ("triangle" transformation (3,4)) and for the simplification of tensors expressions (projection to the canonical element (5)). This is the main step of the function sieve t.;
• reduce pv(pv, qv) -reduces the p-vector pv with respect to the p-vector qv. This is the main step of the function sieve pv.;
• insert pv(pv, b) -inserts the p-vector pv into the basis b. This procedure also rearranges b with respect to pv.
• sieve t(tt) -sieves the tensor tt using the corresponding K-basis. The first step of this procedure is generation of relations due to renamings of dummies and the corresponding completion of K M up to K D -basis.
Global variables
In this section we describes the main global variables which allow a user to control the work. We show the default values in brackets.
• ! * ppacked(T ) -are permutations stored in packed form?
• ! * debug(N IL) -switches the debug output on.
User's interface
To simplify the user interface, we restricted the number of additional commands. The names of these commands are very similar to the standard REDUCE ones used in similar cases.
KBASIS
The command KBASIS prints the tensor Kbasis.
The number of vectors in the basis, i.e. the dimension of the corresponding subspace K, is typed in the last line of the output. Format of this command is:
KBASIS tt 1 , tt 2 , ..., tt n ;
Here tt 1 , tt 2 , ..., tt n are tensor names.
To output the K-basis in the case of the multiplication of two or more tensors, it is necessary to use the following format of the command:
Here t 1 , t 2 , . . . are the names of tensor factors.
If some names have not been declared as tensors the message is produced ***** basis1 *** Invalid as tensor: tt
T EN SOR
The command T EN SOR declares new tensors. Format of this command is:
T EN SOR t 1 , t 2 , ..., t n ;
Here t 1 , t 2 , ..., t n are identifiers. The number of indices will be fixed during the first evaluation of a tensor expressions.
If some names have been declared as tensors already the message is produced:
+++ tt is already declared as tensor.
T CLEAR
The command T CLEAR removes tensors from the list of tensors. Format of this command is:
T CLEAR t 1 , t 2 , ..., t n ;
Here t 1 , t 2 , ..., t n are the names of tensor (identifiers).
If some names have not been declared as tensors the message is produced +++ xxx is not a tensor.
Note: All K-bases where any of t i is included as a factor will be lost.
T SY M
The command T SY M defines symmetry relations of basic tensors. Format of this command is:
T SY M te 1 , te 2 , ..., te k ;
Here te 1 , te 2 , ..., te k are linear combinations of basic tensors with integer coefficients not containing without dummy indices.
All relations correspond to the left hand side of the symmetry equations. For example, for antisymmetric tensor we have the relation AA(i, j) + AA(j, i) = 0. Thus, the corresponding input format is:
T SY M AA(I, J) + AA(J, I);
Algebraic operations
The standard algebraic operations are available for tensors: + sum of tensors; − difference of tensors or negation; * multiplication of tensors. We assume that two indices with identical names means the summation over their values (the Einstein convention) -they are dummy ones. Thus, the multiplication of two tensors may be either a direct product, or it can contain contractions of dummy indices. Examples:
Switch DU MMY P RI
This switch is controlled by the standard RE-DUCE commands ON /OF F . It controls the output process for tensor expressions. The default value is OF F . DU M M Y P RI prints dummy indices with internal names -numbers. The general rule is:the index (2k−1) is contracted with the index (2k).
Here and below REDUCE output is given after the arrow "⇒".
Switch SHORT EST
This switch is controlled by the standard RE-DUCE commands ON /OF F . It controls the output process for tensor expressions. The default value is OF F .
SHORT EST prints tensor expression in shortest form that was produced during evaluation. Hoever, the sortest form may be noncanonical.
Memory usage
Let us consider simplification of a tensor expressions with n indices. The rank of the corresponding permutation group is n and the dimension of its group algebra is n!. Let us consider two cases: when there are many S − I − D relations (so that the dimension of the K subspace is almost equal to n!) and when there are small number of S − I − D relations (so that the dimension of the K subspace is small).
In the first case, about n! · l · k Lisp cells are necessary to store the full K D -basis. Here l is the number of cells needed to store a single term of a p-vector, and k is the average number of terms in vectors from this K D -basis. The number of terms in these vectors (k) is about 2−3 in practical cases. The number of terms in the simplified expression is (in practical cases) O(1), and can be omitted from this estimate.
In the case of a small set of symmetries and linear identities of basic tensors, the number of vectors in the full K D -basis is small enough, and can be omitted from this estimate. How-ever, the number of terms in a canonical representative (the expression after simplification) will be about n!.
Anyway, we have to work with a practically full set of permutations, which contains n! members.
Thus, the minimum computer memory necessary to store the elaborated expressions is not less then n! · l · k. The typical number of Lisp cells necessary to store a single term of a tensor expressions (basic tensor) is 4. Mbyte memory can elaborate tensor expressions with not more then 10 indices with the help of the proposed algorithm. However, hardware development is very fast now, and it will be possible to solve problems with 11 indices with the help of our program. Finally, we note that it possible to modify the algorithm so that the memory limitations would be not so hard. However, this advantage is compensated by a significant increase of the execution time. To summarize this section, we conclude that the absolute limit for the group algebra approach developed in this work is 12 indices.
Examples

Symmetric and antisymmetric tensors
At the beginning, let us declare the names of basic tensors:
tensor s2, a3, v1, v2, v3;
By using T SY M command we introduce the S-I relations of the basic tensors: tsym s2(i, j) − s2(j, i), % Symmetric a3(i, j, k) + a3(j, i, k), % Antisymm. a3(i, j, k) − a3(j, k, i);
Let us output the K 0 -bases constructed for the tensors a 2 and s 2 kbasis s2, a3; ⇒ s2(j, i) + (−1) * s2(i, j) ⇒ 1 ⇒ a3(k, i, j) + a3(j, i, k) ⇒ a3(k, j, i) + (−1) * a3(j, i, k) ⇒ a3(i, k, j) + (−1) * a3(j, i, k) ⇒ a3(i, j, k) + a3(j, i, k) ⇒ a3(j, k, i) + a3(j, i, k) ⇒ 5
Now we are ready to simplify tensor expressions. Some examples are: s2(i, j) + s2(j, i); ⇒ 2 * s2(i, j) a3(i, j, k) * s2(i, j); ⇒ 0 a3(i, j, k) * v1(i) * v2(j) * v1(k); ⇒ 0 Sometimes one can get a 'strange' output if one will not be careful with the input. For example, x := s2(i, i); ⇒ x := s2(i, i) x * v1(i); ⇒ s2(i, i) * v1(i)
From the standard point of view, the second output is incorrect due to the fact that three indices with the same name are present. However, the input has not been recognized as an error. If one switches on the flag on dummypri;
and then repeats the previous input then one gets the following output:
x * v1(i); ⇒ s2(i 23 , i 24 ) * v1(i)
Hence, the first two i's are dummies and the last one is a free index. If a user would like to output the K-basis of the product of the tensors s 2 and a 3 , the fol-a2(i,j)*s2(i,j); tsym s3(i,j,k)-s3(j,k,i);
